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Debt is a financial
complication no
matter what your
life stage is.
But for the pre-retiree, debt takes on added significance. With retirement just around the corner,
how will you pay off debt and save for the near future? This guide has the answer. Believe it or
not, your debt can actually prepare you for retirement. Consistently paying on debt each month
means you are living off of less, thus it will help you adjust to your retirement income stream.
Once your debt is paid-off, you might actually be in a better position to retire, than those people
that didn’t deal with pre-retirement debt. The final years leading up to retirement are crucial
for so many reasons, but none more so than learning to live on less discretionary income. Preretirement debt is a serious financial issue, but with some planning and focus, you can pay off
debt and be prepared to have the retirement you want.

How to pay down debt quickly and efficiently:
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Step #1:
Know your numbers
The first step to taking care of your debt is to be honest with yourself. How much
of your current monthly income is going toward debt payments? Listing out all
of your monthly payments and determining what percentage of your monthly
take-home pay goes toward debt will give you a realistic picture of where you
are financially. It’s not unusual for people dealing with debt to ignore both their
debt totals and their monthly debt obligations.
EXAMPLE:

Monthly mortgage is $750, credit card payment is $50, vehicle loan is $300, medical bill is $95,
and parent-PLUS student loan is $250. Your total debt payments per month are $1,445. If your
take-home pay is $5,500 a month, 26% of your income is going toward debt each month.

You monthly debt percentage may be higher or lower than 26%, but regardless of your exact
percentage, the important thing is being aware of how much you are paying per month. Knowing exactly
where you stand debt-wise is the first step toward making paying off pre-retirement debt.
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Step #2:
Make a plan
Paying off your debt is important, and paying off debt quicker than your loan
terms can save you money. There are many different ways to pay down debt. The
two most common methods are to haphazardly throw money at all of the debt,
or to eliminate the highest interest rate debts first. While these methods are the
most common, they aren’t the best way. The best way to pay off debt is to use the
momentum method.
WHAT IS THE MOMENTUM METHOD?

The momentum method is a plan to pay down debt based on the total balance of the debt instead of the
interest rate. It is counter-intuitive, especially if you have several zero or low interest rate debts, but it
works. Let’s use an example to show how this method compares to the interest rate method.
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Here are examples of five debts
listed from the highest interest rate
to the lowest.

1

2

3

4

5

CREDIT CARD

PARENT-PLUS

AUTO LOAN

MOR TGAGE

MEDICAL BILL

Monthly: $50
Balance: $1,730
Interest: 18.24%

STUDENT LOAN

Monthly: $300
Balance: $9,450
Interest: 5.20%

Monthly: $750
Balance: $68,922
Interest: 4.14%

Monthly: $95
Balance: $1,050
Interest: 0%

Monthly: $250
Balance: $18,250
Interest: 6.41%

In this example if you used the interest rate method you
would first focus on the credit card. You could probably
pay of that debt quickly. Would you feel good about that?
Absolutely! But then the next debt based on interest rate
is your $18,250 student loan. Even if you scrimped and
saved, paying off such a huge balance will take time. Your
momentum from paying off the first debt would wane and
you would be right back where you started.
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But what if you arrange
the debt by balance instead
of interest rate?

1

2

3

4

5

MEDI CAL BILL

CREDIT CARD

AUTO LOAN

PARENT-PLUS

MOR TGAGE

Monthly: $95
Balance: $1,050
Interest: 0%

Monthly: $50
Balance: $1,730
Interest: 18.24%

Monthly: $300
Balance: $9,450
Interest: 5.20%

STUDENT LOAN

Monthly: $750
Balance: $68,922
Interest: 4.14%

Monthly: $250
Balance: $18,250
Interest: 6.41%

By using the momentum method you will focus on the medical bill first. Even though it has a zero interest
rate you will knock it out pretty quickly and move on to the next debt. Then you will be able to put the $95
that was previously paying the medical bill toward the credit card. You won’t lose your momentum in this
scenario because the next debt isn’t much higher than the first.

Creating small victories and zero balances up front is the financial equivalent of losing that first five pounds
on a diet. You just need some confirmation that what you’re doing really works! As you pay off these
balances, you’ll begin to accumulate the money you were once putting toward minimum payments each
month, allowing you to apply those savings to the next-lowest balance on your list.
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Step #3:
Cut expenses
Creating and maintaining a budget is vital to a healthy financial life. But creating
a budget won’t help you pay down debt unless you really take a fine-tooth comb
to your expenses. Cutting expenses is the best way to free up funds to help you
pay down debt faster. If you want to retire and pay off debt, cutting expenses will
help you accomplish two things. First it will free up cash to pay off debt faster.
Second it will force you to live well below your income level. This is the upside
of debt in pre-retirement.
By forcing yourself to live well below your income while you pay down, you
will prepare yourself for living with a lower income stream in retirement. Once
your debt is paid off you can move all the payments going toward debt to your
retirement savings account.
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CUT EXPENSES

Cutting expenses can be difficult for most people. Lifestyle comforts like shopping, dining out,
and traveling can seem impossible to give up, but if being able to retire is the goal then paying
off debt will have to be your new priority.

Can’t cut expenses any more? Need an extreme solution? Look for opportunities to bring in
additional income. Getting a second job, selling household items you aren’t using, or simply
seeking overtime are a great way to increase your monthly household income.

Having debt is always stressful, but having debt close to retirement can be paralyzing. Don’t give
into the fear. By following these three steps and working hard you can pay off debt and move into
retirement debt-free.
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Note: The views and opinions expressed
in this material are solely those of Pete the
Planner® and do not necessarily reflect the views
and opinions of the companies of OneAmerica.
The information is provided for educational
purposes only. Pete the Planner® is not an affiliate
of any OneAmerica company.
All numeric examples are hypothetical.
These hypothetical examples
are for educational
purposes.

